COMMUNICA TIONS

To THE EDITOR:

Rabbi Feldman's rejoinder (22:4)

enumerated six "sins" that I had committed in my original Tradition article
(22: I). The first ("questions the integrity

of the halakhic process") and the sixth

("does not accept the oral tradition as we

know it") are too vague to afford a

response. The fourth ("accuses the Hil-

one in the normative realm and the other
in the historicaL. The Gemara tells of a
dispute between God and the heavenly

academy. The halakha-according to
the Rambam-follows the heavenly

academy. The truth must be somehow
with God.

This having been said, let me proceed to the details of Feldman's attack.

lelites of deliberately editing a Mishna
. . .") I deal with below. The fifth

("explains a Mishna different than the

THE TEMPLE SCROLL

previous response in Tradition (22:3)

Feldman says i overlooked an explana-

and obliquely also here. As for the

tion that any "traditional Talmudist"

Gemara"), I addressed at length in a

second ("rejects as ovcrcrcdulous the
idea that the tradition of a Talmudic sage
could have historical validity") and third

should know as to why the Temple Scroll

("rejects the testimony of Rav as

to marry him according to the law.

stated that a seducer can marry the
woman he seduced only if she is eligible

absurd")-I simply did not. Feldman's

According to Feldman, the TS is telling

accusation makes it sound as if I automatically deny historical validity to the

us that the principle of aseh doheh 10

report of a Talmudic sage, merely by

taaseh should not be applied in this case,
because of the rule, stated by R. Zevid of

virtue of his testimony. This is absurd.

Nehardea (B. Ketubot 40a), that since

What I did say was that "without

the woman can refuse to marry the
seducer, there is effectively no aseh

corroborating contemporary evidence" a
Talmudic sage's statement about events

five hundred years earlier does not

present.
Feldman surely knows that many

qualify as reliable history in the secular

scholars believe that the Dead Sea com-

sense, even in the case of Rav, who

munity-or communities-that auth-

transmitted much historical materiaL.

ored these scrolls were not Pharisees. To

I think that behind Fcldman's

attribute to a non-Pharisee in the second

opposition to my kind of research lurks

century B.C.E. a principle like aseh

the fear that the results of this research

doheh 10 taaseh, which is not universally

will find their way into practice and

accepted, even in the Bavli and Yeru-

affect Halakha. Let me assure him that I
share his concern. At every opportunity i
emphasize the discontinuity between his-

shalmi, and to say that they were a ware

torical study and practical halakha.

epitome of historical anachronism. The
same is true, more trivially, when Feldman, in discussing my explanation of the
Temple Scroll, cites Rambam. This is an

Halakhic practice is determined by a
process that may not always go hand in
hand with the historical reality which
historical study seeks to discover. In a
future work I deal with this dichotomy at

of a subtle legal distinction made by a
late 4th century Babylonian Amora is the

anachronism: the sectarians knew no
Rambam.

some length, but I insist on the truth

Contrary to Feldman's suggestion,

claim of both. Somehow both are true,

i did not deny that the Temple Scroll
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eligible to marry according to the laws of

Moreover, Feldman confused the
"general scholarly consensus" with "the
scholars." They are not the same. As the

(and the Mishna) mean to state "that a
man cannot marry a woman if she is not

the Torah," How could I, when the

notes indicate, the "general scholarly

Temple Scroll says explicitly ve-hi ruya
10 min ha-hok? My dispute with Yadin

consensus" refers to R. Israel Lewy,

concerned which woman the Temple

schrift. and the subject is R. Y ose

Scroll prevents him from marrying.

b. Yoczcr. "The scholars" refers to J. Z.

quoted by H. S. Horovitz in the Monat-

According to Yadin, he can't marry his

Lauterbach, Epstein and others and the

sister. i objected, as that is obvious.

subject is the Sifra.

Given the rigid incest laws of the sec-

More serious is Fcldman's state-

tarians, no one could have imagined the

ment pertaining to the Sifra Lev., Hova

seduction makes marriage to a sister

12, i. He says: "HaIivni . . .fails to note
as his scholars fail to note (my italics)

permissible. I therefore assumed that the

Temple Scroll, like the Mishna, is

that the text in the Sifra cited has no

excluding mamzeret and the like. And
since I could not attribute to the Temple

bearing at all on the law of R YBY.

Scroll the awareness of a concept like

touches a corpse while the Sifra is

aseh doheh 10 ta'aseh. i substituted the
matter of social status.

referring to someone who touches any

R YBY is referring to someone who
other unclean object such as neve/a."

But if this interpretation of the

Feldman fails to distinguish between the

Temple Scroll is correct, why would the

verse and the object that the derasha

Scroll have found it necessary to say 10 to
him-as a mamzeret is ineligible not only

excludes from the verse. Lev. 5:2 refers,
rash tells us
of course, to nevela. The mid

to him but to any Jew, to the kahal? That
is why i said that the word 10 confounds
matters by raising another issue, that of
consanguineous relationships (incest),
which is unique to him. I concluded that
the word 10 is a remnant of a protoMidrash which (like the Mishna and the
Midreshei Halakha) utilized the biblical

that only he who touched a nevela etc.

text ve-Io tihyeh le-isha and like them,
ended the derasha with the words ve-hi
ruya 10 to match the biblical text, as is

characteristic of Midrash. Feldman

and violated mikdash or kodashim

brings an asham, not he who touched a
man, or vessels which touched a corpse.
The term turn 'ot in the Sifra alludes to
the latter, as confirmed by the Rome MS
of Sifra, which reads explicitly magga'

teme met.

Feldman used this to "prove" that
I did not read the sources carefully

without troubling to look up at least one
of the scholars, J. N. Epstein's Mevo'ot

When dealing with my discussion of this

le-Sifrut ha- Tannaim. p. 506. Thinking
he had caught these modern scholars in a
flagrant mistake, he did not bother to
look further. Had he done so, surely he
would not have erred, and might not
have attacked my interpretation of the

Mishna, Feldman notes that I referred to

Mishna.

misses all this.

M. EDUYOT8:4

a "scholarly consensus." Says he: "This

What is the interpretation of the

'scholarly consensus' cited from a certain

Mishna in Eduyot? R YBY testified that

monatschrift. . . ." The source is the

whoever comes close to a corpse is

Monatschrift für Geschichte und Wis-

unclean. This is a Biblical verSe: R Y BY

senschaft des Judentums. Encyclopaedia
voL. 15, p. 240, calls it "the Jewish world's

must have testified to more. I quoted the
general scholarly consensus that his
testimony originally ended with a negative statement (now absent from thc text)

leading journal."

to the effect that whosoever touches a

Judaica (one of the few "authoritative"
sources Feldman quotes in his notes),
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corpse is unclean, but not hc who

law by adding to thc extant statement,

touches a man, or object, that came in

"is unclean for seven days" (while

contact with a corpse. I added that the
consensus "follows the Babylonian Talmud with some variations." Feldman
disagrees: "The Talmud makes no men-

whosoevcr touches a man who touched a

days"-not the idea of a missing state-

tion of any missing negative statement

ment. . led me to reject the generally

and states only that R YBY meant to

accepted interpretation.
Feldman confuses the "missing

infer by his statement that these other

cases are clean." But an implicit
inference, if it is not self-evident, is also a

corpse is not unclean for seven days).

The need for an extra phrase "for seven

statement" with the "extant statement"

missing statement, especially when

and declares: "This reasoning is redolent
of Lewis Carroll at his best, for how can

adversarics refer to that inference (they

one object to missing words in a state-

called him, "Y ose the permitter"). This

ment which is itself missing? If the entire

may sound like a moot difference, not

negative statement is missing, is it not

worth mentioning, were it not for the
fact that Feldman keeps repeating that

were missing as well" He failed to see

possible that the words 'for seven days'

"there is no evidence that there ever was
an omission." Perhaps I should spell out
the elementary assumptions of historical

that the problem of the missing words is

reasoning that are generally taken for

which gives rise to the hypothesis of a

granted by students of texts:

missing negative statement (the "half

I) Inferences that are self-evident

are sometimes left unstated. The inference, however, should not be the

raised not by the missing statement but
by the extant statement. It is the latter
mirror" image).

3) When an entrenched tradition,
for whatcvcr reason, is no longer fully

major purport of the statement. In our

accepted, often only the rejected part is

casc, the inference is not self-evident and
does constitute the major purport of the
statement. What should one call it, if not
a "missing statement"? Hence the con-

eliminated. Ancillary parts, though indi-

cative of the entrenched tradition, but
less visibly so, are retained. This basic

sensus that thcre is something missing,

rians to reconstruct the originaL. These

though the scholars differ about the
exact nature of the missing statement.

2) It is more likely that a statement is missing if it is the mirror half of
the extant statement. In our case the

missing statement would likely say: "but

whosoever touches X is not unclean."

Extra words that appear only in the
extant statement or in the missing state-

ment strain the natural symmetry of a
well intcgrated statement. I doubted the
correctness of the "generally accepted
interpretation" because it adds to the
extant statcment the words "for seven

days." As the Gemara pointed out,
Numbers i 9:22 explicitly says, "Whosoever thc unclean person touches shall

be unclean." Therefore the law "who-

soever touches a man-av ha-tum 'awho touched a corpsc is clean," is
impossible. One could only qualify the

reluctance to alter the text enables histoassumptions serve as the backdrop to my
cxplanation of the Mishna.

With trepidation I suggested an
alternative negative statement: "He who
touches a corpse is unclean" is mirrored
by "He who becomes a proselyte is not
unclean," rejecting the view of the Hil-

lclitcs (Pesahim 8:8) that the proselyte's

circumcision precipitates defilement. My
alternative has the additional advantage
of explaining why the negative statement
was omitted. Before Yavne, most Tannaim followed the School of Shammai.
With the ascendancy of the Hillelites, it
became intolerable to thcm that the

testimony of R Y BY contradicted their

opinion. They omitted the contradiction but preferred not to omit the

entire section which was alrcady an
"entrenched tradition."
Feldman is unhappy with this
reconstruction of the Mishna, mainly, i
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suspect, becausc he considcrs it irreverent to say that the Hillelites omitted
part of R YBY's testimony "because it

opposcd their vicw." He calls that

(in my opinion) excludes is a Rabbinic

law which never requires a derasha.

He could havc consulted Yerushalmi
Pesahim 8:8 (or Sifre Zuta Hukkat,

"hubris." However, that is standard

19: 10) to discover that these sources

Mishna editing. Rabbi Yehuda Hanasi

regard the law as BiblicaL. (Feldman

(and most likely his predcccssors) consistently omitted from the statements of the

dismisses the possibility of asmakhta
without consulting Yefe Einayim to

Tannaim words or phrases not deemed

Pesahim 92a.) Knowledge of these

worthy to be mentioned even as an

sources and a bit of charity might have

individual opinion. (For examples see
my Mekorot u-Mesorot, Beitsa 354-5

led Feldman to undcrstand that my

and Shabbat 222.)

The Bavli, consistent with its view that
even according to Beit Hilel the defile-

Feldman quotes me correctly that
the Hillelites "could not delete the entire
Mishna because of 'tradition.'" Why, he
asks, did tradition permit them to delete
to understanding
just that phrase crucial
the law? This is an unjust twist. Dcspite
tradition, the phrase had to be omitted
because it explicitly contradicted their
opinion. Phrascs that hintcd at con-

suggestion is not against the Talmud.
ment of the proselyte is only Rabbinic,
did not say that R YBY is excluding a
proselyte, and thereforc sought othcr
candidates for the missing statement.

However, the Yerushalmi and Sifre
Zuta, who hold that Beit Hillel enunciate
a Biblical law, are quite consistent with
my opinion.

tradiction, but were not blatant, were
retained. This is not an unusual

way of combining conservatism with

HAR HA-BA YIT AND AZARAH

innovation.
Feldman also confuses my sugges-

Feldman attacks my thesis that the term
har ha-bayit referred to different areas at

tion that R YBY excluded a proselyte

different times. i had suggested that

with my assertion that originally

originally the term har ha-bayit referred
to "the whole Temple complex" and any

RYBY's testimony contained a derasha.
He then accuses me of inconsistency for
regarding the former as conjecture and

premises situated on the mountain.
Latcr, it was reserved for the "incline

the latter as definite. I considered the

leading to the azarot and the Temple

former a conjecture because I lacked

itselt." The beginning of the M. Bik-

explicit textual evidence. But I am con-

kurim (I :8), which uses azara, dates from
a time when har ha-bayit was no longer

vinced the text contained a derasha

because it contained a Biblical verse in

Aramaic translation. Feldman insists
that "no derasha in any Talmudic or

midrashic sourcc (!) cvcr bcgins with a
citation of a verse in Aramaic transla-

used for the courts; the continuation of
the samc Mishna and the cited M. Hagiga (I: I) is earlier, dating from a time
when har ha-bayit was still used for any

premises-at least for the courts situ-

tion." Then he maintains that this is not a

ated on the mountain.

derasha but a regular mishna. How
many Mishnayot does he know where

I conjectured that the change most
likely took place with Herod's refurbishing and enlargement of the Temple court
when the court became a distinct sacred
place. Feldman maintains that "no evidence is adduced for this." Consistently
failing to read my notes (sometimes not
cvcn my text), he ignores n. 25 where i
list scholarly literature on the history of
the Temple Mount.

the complete Halakha (a testimony) is

givcn in Aramaic translation? Whcthcr
or not we accept the scholarly thesis that
the Aramaic points to the antiquity of
this Mishna (I do not), it is unique.
Feldman's next argument is more

lomdish. He claims that the Hillelite law
about the proselyte which our Mishna
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Is it reasonable to assume, after
the M. Kelim (1:8) made such a sharp

point of the city. This is because it is

gcographical and Halakhic distinction

halitsa has taken place." But Midrash

between har ha-bayit and azara, that
they would continue to be used inter-

Tannaim to Dcut. 21: 19 states that the
rebellious son is also punished be-govah

changcably? The Gaon of Vilna did not
think so. As I showcd, he cmcndcd thc
text, omitting the har from the continua-

shel 'ir; and R. David Z. Hoffmann
cxplains that this is based on the inter-

necessary to publicize the fact that a

tion of M. Bikkurim, leaving only the

pretation of the word sha'ar.
Feldman insists that my reading of

word bayit, undoubtedly referring to the

the Mishna (stressing mi-huts la-

bet ha-behira.

mahaneh) is erroneous, because "most

What is unforgivable is Feldman's

versions of the Mishna omit these crucial

attributing to me the notion that there

words." Feldman apparently consulted
the Vilna texts of Mishna and Gemara.
But the Palestinian MSS, and some non-

was a confusion between har ha-bayit
and azara. He repeats this charge nine
times. I said the exact opposite. There

Palestinian (Kaufmann, Cambridge,

was no confusion: the different usages
reflect different times. Prior to Herod
only har ha-bayit was uscd; after Herod

Parma) versions of Mishna with Rambarn, the Naples ed., and various

rishonim, all have the additional words.

there was a clear distinction between har
ha-bayit and azara. i wrote that "the
Jews who lived in thc period aftcr Hcrod

Also, he should have realized that
derashot frequently quote only the

had beautified and enlarged the Temple

inference is from the end.
Feldman claims that there is no
basis for my assumption that govah shel

arca would not have confused the Tem-

pIc Mount with thc Temple proper."

bcginning of a vcrsc cven when thc

Indeed they did not; nor did others. Only

'ir must be in the center of the city. What

Feldman did.

then does the Sifre mean? He equivocates: "thcre is a rcquircment 'to go up' to

LOCATION OF THE COURT

the court performing halitsa, a requirement which should be met even when the
court is not at the gate of the city." (Will

Feldman criticizes my dating of a

it stil be "going up''') I follow the

Mishna according to whether it locates
the court on the edge of town or in the
center of town. But he makes the follow-

Hagahot Mordekhai, which interprets

lIe claims that the fact that ston-

the Sifre as referring to rnakom mefursam. By the time of Hagahoi Mordekliai,
as in that of the Sifre, the court no longer
met at the gate, so that the most public

ing is done a way from the court is

site is now the center of town or an

derived from Lev. 24: 14, which states
that it takes place "outside thc camp"
(mi-huts la-mahaneh). Feldman says

equivalent. Feldman questions: "If, as
Halivni states, this shows that the place
of the court changed, then why would

that the Talmud derives it from the verb

Scripture refer to it as sha'ar?" The

hoste (= remove), which to him is
intelligently without this word. The

simple answer is that Scripture rcfcrs to
it as sha'ar because in the Biblical period
the court did sit at the gate. When that
custom was discontinucd, thc Rabbis of

superfluous words, according to R. Ashi

the Sifre interpreted that it should be

(Sanhedrin 43a) are mi-hui~ lu-muhaneh.
Y ct hc claims that I misread the Uemara.

ing mistakes:

superf1uous (and thus a candidate for the
derasha). But the verse could not read

He says: "Unlike Halivni's as-

dom: at the mosl prominenl place in
town.
Feldman writes: "It is well known

sumption, halitsa is the only judgment

that the Sanhedrin. . . (was) situated at

for which the court must be at the high

the Temple Mount which was not at the
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edge of town. Why would the Mishna
state a law which would not include these

the baraita disagrees with the Mishna. It

three major, supreme courts?" The

is my assumption that the Gemara would

answer is simply that, at the time of the

engage in a forced interpretation only if
it thought there was no preferable alternative. To avoid a disagreement between
a Mishna and baraita only, the Gemara
rarely engages in a blatant dohak. There-

M. Sanhedrin under discussion, as in
Biblical times, the courts were not situ-

ated on the Temple Mount but at the

pointed out, there are instances where

edge of the city, at the gate. The Mishna
does not have to provide instructions for
something that did not exist in its time.

fore I proposed another factor-the

Feldman's real problem is my

and "outside the camp"-to show that

stating that the Gemara's explanation of
the Mishna, according to which "outside

the textual difficulty of the Mishna will
not be resolved merely by setting up a

the court" really means "far from the

mahloket between Mishna and baraita.

discrepancy between "outside the court"

court," is a dohak, a forced interpreta-

I am ever aware of Ramban's wise

tion. According to him "the M ishna is

counsel, in the introduction to his

saying cxactly what it means. . . when
the Mishna orders thc stoning place to bc
outside the court, this means that there is

ing, in the study of the Talmud, the

an obligation to have the stoning place

away from the court even where the
court is situated outside the city." Correct! He continues: "In other words,

there are two independent obligations:
(a) the stoning place should be outside of

the city and (b) the stoning place should

Milhamot ha-Shem, to bcwarc of scekcertainty of mathematical truth. Thus, I

am accustomed to non-categorical
expressions like 'most likcly,' ctc. To
poke fun at this-as if to suggest that his
argument bespeaks a greater degree of
certainty-betrays Feldman's lack of

understanding of the scholarly process.

Whether or not I can "profit from

be away from the court . . . there is

rigorous Talmudic analysis," his variety

nothing forced about this in any way."

is neither rigorous nor traditional, but

But how does one clause "outside the
camp" yield two independent obliga-

simply an attempt to find fault at all cost.

tions? All the text is saying is that the

stoning should be "outside the court."

DAVID WEISS HAllVNI

Columbia University

H ow docs this turn into outside the city?
(U nless one is willing to posit that thc

court was situated at the gate of the town

RABBI FELDMAN RESPONDS:

so that outside the court was automatically outside the city.) Yet Feldman
accused me of having "totally misread"

Prof. Halivni certainly sheds light
on many unclear points in his article, but
he docs little to rcfute my central thesis

the Mishna.

that his article contains numerous con-

The discussion is nevertheless not

jectures and suffers from unconvincing

without a redeeming feature. Feldman

argumcntation. Therc is no point in

comments on a ""minor misreading."
Says he: "It is not true (as Halivni says)

rcpcating my article, but I would comment on some of the new points which hc
now raises.

that both Talmuds raise the problem of

the discrepancy between outside the

i) Halivni explains why he did

court and outside the camp, In

not cite the Gemara's cxplanation that

Sanhedrin 42b, the Talmud deals with a
discrepancy between the Mishna and a
baraita." Yes, the Gcmara on the surface
is trying to obviate only the discrepancy

the Mishnah means to obviate the
"attribute to a non-Pharisee . . . a

between the Mishna and the baraita.

principle like aseh doheh 10 taaseh which

But, as the Ba'al ha-Ma'or alrcady

is not universally accepted even in the
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doheh 10 taaseh: to do so would

Communications
Bavli and Yerushalmi . . . (and) is the
epitome of historical anachronism." He
therefore concluded that the true point
of the Mishnah is to obviate a hitherto
unknown concept that someone who has
rclations with a forbidden woman may
subsequently marry a mamzer.
Since there is no evidcncc that

or does not apply. It is stating that
anyone who touches a non-primary (a
tolada) source of uncleanness (whether

the primary source is nevelah or, according to the Rome ms., a corpse) does not
require an asham sacrifice if he enters the
Temple. These are two entirely different
concepts.

non- Pharisees did not accept the princi-

4) Halivni explains why he feels

ple of aseh doheh 10 taaseh. it makes

that the words "for seven days" would be

more sense to apply an extrcmcly widely

missing in a deficient sentence (I had

held principle and one known to existalbeit in later generations-rather than
an unknown principle introduced ad hoc

objected that these words may have been
lost together with the missing statement)

by Halivni. (This would be so even if we
were to grant Halivni's assertion that

statement should always be a mirror

Bavli and Yerushalmi do not universally

the extant statement was written with the

accept aseh doheh 10 taaseh-which is,
incidentally, inaccuratc. Although one

intent that the missing statement be

could argue that there is one such

by which statements become missing:
forgctfulncss, mishap or (as Halivni
suggests later on) deliberate editing. The
original statement may have contained

opinion in Ycrushalmi Hallah 2: I (see
Rabbenu Shimshon ad loc. who offers

another interpretation), there is no such
view in Bavli, as the commentaries there
point out.)
2) I stand corrected that a pub-

lication which the Encyclopaedia Juda-

by positing that the inferred part of the

image of the extant part. This is truc if
inferred from it. But there are other ways

both the extant and thc missing state-

ment, and one of these factors could well
have resulted in the deletion of the words

ica calls the "Jewish world's leading

"for seven days" from the extant statement as well as the deletion of the

journal" should not be referrcd to irre-

missing statement.

verently as "a certain monatschrift."

5) Halivni's explanation that the

(Assuming, of course, that Ency-

scholarly source book.) But should this

purported inference to the laws of the
proselyte has Biblical basis from the
Yerushalmi Pesahim 8:8 (an anachro-

journal be given prcccdcnce (as Halivni

nism?) is innacurate. Although the

does) to the Jewish world's leading

Yerushalmi raises this possibility it is

Talmudic scholars-who reject its inter-

immediately rejected there.

clopaedia Judaica itself is a leading

pretation of RYBY in Avodah Zarah
37b?

3) Invoking the Rome ms. does

not conceal the fact that there is a
flagrant misreading of the Sifra if it is
meant, as Halivni says it is, to support
the rejected opinion of the Talmud in
Avodah Zarah. According to that opinion, R YBY intended to imply that the
rule of lumah be-hibburin (which causes
uncleanness of seven days) does not
apply by rabbinic decree to someone

who is in physical contact with someone
who touched a corpse. Unlike the Talmud the Sifra is not discussing whether
or not an uncleanness of seven days does

6) Regarding his conclusion

(based on the Sifre that ve-aleta refers to

the highest point in town) that the court

moved from the gate "to the highest
point in town"-Halivni's words in his

article (to which I objected that the
highest point could well bc at thc gate),
Halivni now says that he interprets the

Sifrc not to mean literally the highest
point but the most prominent point at
"the center of town or an equivalent,"

The obvious objection to this reasoning
is: why should one assume that the Sifre

means what it does not say and then
"prove" that the court moved? Why not
assume that the Sifre means literally "the
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highcst point in town" and that this
highcst point of the city is at the gate of
the city (as is, in fact, indicated by the
simple meaning of the verse ve-aleta

not contradict the halakhah) cvcn if the
Talmud did not think of it. None ofthose

hashaara)- and conclude instead that
the place of the court did not change?

reinstating an interpretation explicitly

sources gives license to Halivni's free-

for-all methodology which permits

tions for the stoning are derived a) from

rejected by Rava as "empty flasks"
(Avodah Zarah 37b), or concluding that
their discussions arc founded on histor-

the word hotse used instead of thc

ical error and therefore irrelevant

standard kah (or a similar word), and
b) from the word mi-huts la-mahanch.

(Halivni's interpretation of "outside the

7) Thc two independent obliga-

This is a standard form of derasha, far

camp"). These are hardly the traditional
approaches to Talmud, even if we grant

from what Halivni terms a forced

Halivni's questionable explanation of

interprctation.
8) Halivni justifies his inaccurate
citation (that the Talmud is discussing a

two contradictory truths existing simul-

taneously. Furthermore, Halivni in each
of thesc cases deals with matters affect-

verses when it is actually

ing Halakhah. In general, one gets the

discussing a contradiction between a

distinct impression that Halivni views

Mishnah and a baraita) by explaining

derashot of thc Sages as mere grist for

that a disputc bctwcen a Mishnah and a

historical insights, when in fact derashot

baraita cannot be the real problem, and
that therefore the Talmud does not mean
what it says. This simply disregards the

are intended to teach halakhic

fact that there are hundreds of places in

rejoinder was not designed to impugn

the Talmud where a discrepancy between

Halivni's integrity or expertise as a

a Mishnah and a baraita is clearly
considered a problem. Three more

scholar; any impression to the contrary
was unintended. His outstanding reputa-

obvious examples: Bava lvfetzia 18b,

tion as a professor of Jewish studies does

contradiction of

A vodah Zarah 16b, and Zevahim 115a

obligations.

I wish, finally, to clarify that my

not need my endorsement. I do,

Halivni's defense-in his earlier letter

however, maintain that his approach to
the Talmud is in many ways less reliable
and convincing than thc traditional
Orthodox approach, and that he cannot

(Tradition 22:3)-of his approach to

have it both ways: to attempt to

where Amoraim "pose a contradiction
between a Mishnah and a baraita."
9) I also find serious fault with

torah she-be-al peh as being within the
tradition. His cited sources show that an
explanation given by a scholar of a later
generation can have validity (if it does
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approach the Talmudic tradition from
outside that tradition and yet to claim,

by some legerdemain, to be within thc
framcwork of that very tradition.

